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IMPACT OF RESEARCH 
 

Digitalization concerns people in all disciplines as it is associated with dramatic shifts 
in professional and private life and it heavily affects society and the economy. It 
changes aspects like the way we collaborate, the way we learn, the way we predict 
the future, and the way we produce outcomes. Although this list is by far not 
exhaustive, it gives a first impression on the changes we face in the near future. Due 
to the changes associated with digitalization, people perceive the related 
opportunities and threats very differently. While some people are open to the 
associated changes and feel that their organizations, their countries or even 
themselves as individuals are well prepared for the digital age. Others fear losing 
their jobs, do not believe in their business or political leaders to successfully manage 
the change, or have the feeling that digital technology is developing at a pace they 
cannot catch up with. In light of these developments and the different perceptions it 
is important to expand the knowledge in this field by evidence-based insights. An 
understanding of the underlying determinants and effects of these digital 
developments is therefore crucial for organizations as well as academics in order to 
understand digitalization as an opportunity rather than a threat. 

This dissertation investigates specific preconditions and actions facilitating the 
implementation of a digital business strategy as well as its effect on aspects like 
performance. The findings suggest specific preconditions as beneficial to implement 
a digital business strategy. Firstly, dynamic capabilities serve as important 
preconditions in any business unit as they significantly facilitate the implementation 
of a digital business strategy. In case members of a business unit possess high 
dynamic capabilities, a digital business strategy will be implemented more easily. 
Besides their positive influence during the implementation process, the results 
indicate a positive effect of dynamic capabilities on performance. This further 
highlights the beneficial role of dynamic capabilities. Second, the results indicate the 
important role of the strategy implementation stage associated with a digital business 
strategy. In case the implementation stage is coordinated successfully using an 
appropriate actions framework the level of implementation achieved can be 
increased significantly. More precisely, the findings highlight five specific actions: 
unfolding, coordination, communication, control and feedback, and development of 
human resources policies and employee competences. Especially with regards to 
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the action dimension ‘control and feedback’ the findings presented in this dissertation 
highlight the role of different performance reporting mechanisms to foster honest 
behavior by employees. This increases the value of information needed for control 
and feedback activities. With regards to the effects of digital business strategy, this 
dissertation failed to find a direct effect of digital business strategy on business unit 
performance two years after its implementation.  

Considering the findings of this dissertation, several important contributions can be 
highlighted. For science this dissertation contributes to several academic fields like 
management information systems, strategic management and management 
accounting. Given the empirical setting, this dissertation provides unique insights on 
the perception of the highest management levels from a global market leader with 
more than 100,000 employees. With regards to the findings, this dissertation shows 
that frameworks like strategy implementation actions can be applied to digital 
business strategy. In addition, the expert interviews conducted strengthen the 
understanding of digital business strategy as a theoretical construct itself. Aspects 
like data, working methods, or culture are added to the initial measurement 
instrument. Overall, the results provide a better knowledge on the elements of digital 
business strategy. This is an important prerequisite for future studies in this field. 
Next, the results add important quantitative evidence to the debate on the effect of 
dynamic capabilities. More precisely they show that dynamic capabilities are an 
important trigger in order to improve performance and increase the implementation 
level of a digital business strategy. Thereby, the results contradict the opinion that 
dynamic capabilities are not more than a fuzzy construct. Overall, this dissertation is 
one of the first works to bring quantitative evidence from the business sector to the 
field of digital business strategy. For practice, this dissertation contributes to the 
appropriate preparation and execution within organizations to approach the changes 
associated with digitalization. It enhances the common understanding of digital 
business strategy by widening its scope in order to ensure that practitioners do not 
neglect important aspects due to a narrow focus on single aspects like data or IT. 
Regarding beneficial determinants to implement a digital business strategy the 
dissertation highlights that managers have to closely manage the capabilities of their 
employees and ensure a detailed planning process for the implementation activities 
associated with a digital business strategy. As the dissertation fails to find a 
significant effect of digital business strategy implementation on performance, one 
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important contribution is associated with people’s expectations towards a digital 
business strategy. As it highlights the fact that we cannot expect rapid improvements 
after implementation. This is an important step regarding the correct expectation 
management in place and addresses a wide audience like decision-makers, 
investors, and accountants.   

Overall, the findings of this dissertation shed light on the determinants and effects of 
implementing a digital business strategy. More specifically, this dissertation provides 
insights into the appropriate implementation actions and mechanisms (how to 
implement a digital business strategy), the useful prerequisites to implement a digital 
business strategy (where to start implementing a digital business strategy), and the 
expected results of implementing a digital business strategy (why to implement a 
digital business strategy). The different research questions raised in the chapters of 
this dissertation are of relevance to academics in a diverse set of fields, practitioners 
on all levels, investors, and the public at large that is confronted with the challenges 
associated with digitalization. All research questions are timely and are under current 
or continued discussion.  

 

  

 


